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Travel & Hospitality Experience Bot UI/UX Design

For the travel and hospitality vertical, our solutions team 
developed a chat bot that resides on a client’s website to 
interact with customers for any inquiry or feedback they 
might have.

My role in this project was to develop mobile and desktop 
websites for a fictitious hotel, and create screens 
demonstrating a guest trying to change her reservation, 
then contacting the hotel for a lost item based off of the 
storyline developed by the content team. These screens 
were published on Invision for live demo presentations. I also 
produced a narrated video with motion graphics as a leave-
behind after presentation meetings with clients.

Skills

• UI Design

• UX Direction

• Video Production

• Motion Graphics

Software

• Adobe Xd

• Adobe Illustrator

• Adobe Photoshop

• Adobe After Effects

• Adobe Premiere Pro

• Invision

VIEW ON

https://mattbruns.com
https://vimeo.com/342778322/5e2bcaa03e
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Restaurant Experience Bot UI/UX Design

Working to expand operations into chat, SMS, and messenger 
systems, our solutions team developed its first bot to interact 
with users leaving feedback for quick-serve restaurants.

Working from a script developed by the content team, my 
role in this project was to develop the chat bot interface and 
its interaction with an unhappy customer. The chat pivots to 
a live agent to provide a resolution. I created screens that 
were published on Invision for live demo presentations. I also 
created an animated demo video and an animated GIF using 
motion graphics for publication on the company’s website.

Skills

• UI Design

• UX Direction

• Video Production

• Motion Graphics

Software

• Adobe Illustrator

• Adobe Photoshop

• Adobe After Effects

• Invision

VIEW ON

https://mattbruns.com
https://vimeo.com/524568848/c9a8cd22a6
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Roadside Assistance Bot UI/UX Design

To give prospective car rental and roadside assistance clients 
the workflow of a newly developed roadside assistance bot, 
a demo of an interaction was needed for presentations.

My role in this project was developing the user interface of the 
bot that reduces stress for the user in an otherwise stressful 
environment. From there, I captured screens that outlined the 
story developed by our content team. Taking these screen 
captures, I produced a short video that demonstrates the 
experience of a stranded driver needing a flatbed tow truck.

Skills

• UI Design

• UX Direction

• Video Production

• Motion Graphics

Software

• Adobe Xd

• Adobe Illustrator

• Adobe Photoshop

• Adobe After Effects

• Adobe Premiere Pro

VIEW ON

https://mattbruns.com
https://vimeo.com/524531100/6525847fcb
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Virtual Site Visits Video Production

The Virtual Site Visit Program was established to give clients 
an interactive video and photo tour of showcase facilities 
during travel restrictions due to the global pandemic.

This immersive multimedia project drove $10M+ in new sales 
revenue within 6 months of launch. My role in this project was 
to collaborate and direct video production teams in each 
geography, synchronize and organize media from each shoot, 
and produce 6–7 videos for each of the 5 main geographies. 

These videos were uploaded to unique landing pages to 
engage clients on facts and figures about the company in 
each country, heritage of the city, and the employee culture.

Skills

• Multimedia Direction

• Video Production

• Motion Graphics

Software

• Adobe After Effects

• Adobe Premiere Pro

VIEW ON

https://mattbruns.com
https://vimeo.com/532086719/dea8c406d3
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Product Brochure Document Layout

The Laser Shaft Alignment products received a new naming 
system and a re-brand with a restructure of the company’s 
product line in 2021.

My role in this project was taking the new marketing content 
and images provided by the marketing department and 
creating new product brochures for the four products in 
the X-Series line. The design focuses on the features of the 
products, highlighting the industry-first build-your-own 
application flexibility and advantages and simplicity of the 
X-Series over the competition. 

Skills

• Creative Direction

• Document Layout Design

Software

• Adobe InDesign

• Adobe Photoshop

• Adobe Illustrator

https://mattbruns.com
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Product Instruction Manual Document Layout

The private label camping tents are featured on several 
online sporting goods retailers. With each product fulfillment, 
a set of instruction manuals, warning tags, and package 
labels needed to be produced.

My role in this project was taking photographs of the products 
to show the process of set up, applying color grading to the 
photographs, and creating vector illustrations for parts lists 
and diagrams where necessary. Each document was then 
set up in InDesign, instructions written, and a final PDF  was 
shared with the manufacturer for inclusion in the production 
and fulfillment of each product.

Skills

• Creative Direction

• Document Layout Design

• Product Illustration

• Photograph Grading

Software

• Adobe InDesign

• Adobe Photoshop

• Adobe Illustrator

https://mattbruns.com
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Call Flow Guideline Posters Document Layout

To assist brand advocates during daily operations, each 
workstation at the company has a collection of posters 
mounted to the partition walls with references and guidelines 
to follow during each customer interaction.

My role for this project was to take the content provided by 
the company and translate it into easily-digestible layouts 
that consisted of tables, the client’s brand, and call-outs that 
brought attention to the most important items. Each poster 
was designed in InDesign and printed on rigid foam board to 
withstand daily handling and use. 

Skills

• Document Layout Design

Software

• Adobe InDesign

• Adobe Illustrator

https://mattbruns.com
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10’ Trade Show Booth Exhibit Design

To make a high-impact presence at trade shows, the company 
needed a booth display that stood out, promoted their brand, 
featured the top features of the products, and functioned as 
a conversation starter for the sales staff attending the shows.

My role in this project was creating the booth design that 
matched the branding of the product line, while being an 
eye-catching design. The booth needed to contain enough 
information but kept simple for ease of legibility. 

Once designed, the exported file matched the specifications 
for production by the vendor. The construction of the booth 
display consists of six vertical panels, with four of those across 
the front. The design uses those panel breaks as guides to 
help break up the visual elements and lead the eye around 
the display.

Skills

• Creative Direction

• Exhibit Design

• Icon Illustration

Software

• Adobe InDesign

• Adobe Photoshop

• Adobe Illustrator

https://mattbruns.com
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Recruitment Bot Series Video Production

The Recruitment Bot was developed by our human resources 
team to streamline the recruiting and hiring process. Due 
to the pandemic, many applicants wouldn’t be able to be 
interviewed in-person, and if hired,  would eventually be 
working from home. The bot made the application process 
smooth and seamless.

My role in this project was to develop the individual videos 
for each section of the application process with a style that 
would appeal to applicants. I directed and managed talent 
for the live action video and voiceover sections of the videos. 
In addition, I sourced stock videos to accompany the script. 
From there, I produced the 5 videos that displayed the culture 
of the company for the individual sections to be incorporated 
into the bot experience.

Skills

• Multimedia Direction

• Video Production

• Motion Graphics

Software

• Adobe After Effects

• Adobe Premiere Pro

VIEW ON

https://mattbruns.com
https://vimeo.com/463164945/0de67dbca3
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Financial Services Prospect 3D Site Mock-up

A financial services prospect approached us for customer 
support operations in an onshore location. Our newest 
showcase site in Jacksonville, FL was recently renovated and 
fitted with new zig-zag style partition furniture.

To bring the culture and brand of the prospect into the space, 
my role was to develop a site mock-up by building the space 
in 3D, creating wall mural graphics to fill the space, and 
create a sense of similar aesthetic to their current operational 
locations.

Skills

• Art Direction

• Interior Design

• 3D Design

Software

• Blender

• Adobe Illustrator

• Adobe Photoshop

https://mattbruns.com
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Technology Prospect 3D Site Mock-up

A consumer electronics technology company has been in 
negotiations with us for customer experience operations in 
El Paso, TX.

My role in this project was to take the existing layout of the 
brand advocate workspaces, and recreate it in a 3D mock-
up using a clean and minimal interior design of the client 
with some of our branding to help the client visualize the 
environment within the site.

Skills

• Art Direction

• Interior Design

• 3D Design

Software

• Blender

• Adobe Illustrator

• Adobe Photoshop

https://mattbruns.com
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Recommendations

“Matt is a very talented, strategic Creative 
and Multimedia Director. He is adept at 
setting the creative direction for the brand 
by marrying critical business goals with 
compelling and engaging storytelling. 

He has his finger on the pulse of the latest 
multimedia trends and approaches and 
delivers visually engaging content that is 
innovative, inspiring and on brand. His depth 
of expertise in building brands, multimedia 
design, video production and creative 
direction makes him an invaluable leader. 

I can always count on him to deliver 
multimedia and visual assets that engage our 
target audiences and meet business goals. 
He is that rare mix of creative designer, visual 
thinker, problem solver and project manager 
who is energized by storytelling that connects 
with audiences, builds brand awareness and 
drives sales. 

A born collaborator with a proven ability 
to bring ideas to life, sell in concepts and 
deliver results with impact, Matt is simply an 
invaluable asset.”

Nancy Pekala 
VP Content and Strategy - HGS / HGS Digital

“Matt rocks! I worked with Matt while at HGS for 2+ years 
and can’t say enough about him, so let me offer a few 
perspectives. 

First, Matt is simply a great person. He is a team player in 
every regard and never stops collaborating and working 
until the project is perfect. He is patient with people like 
me that don’t always understand the creative process and 
he took the time to bring me and others along even under 
tight time frames. 

Second, he always reached further than asked. For 
example, we needed to complete a virtual site visit in the 
middle of the pandemic and he was the first to volunteer 
to get in his car, drive hours to the video shoot location, 
design and script the materials with other team members 
and finally produce an amazing piece of client facing 
work. This is one example of many. 

Third, his work is of the highest ‘agency quality’ including 
creative work, design, fulfillment, editing and delivery. 
He understands the end-to-end process and the impact 
on clients. We became highly dependent on Matt’s skills 
through the pandemic as the demand rapidly increased 
for other ways to reach our clients and prospects. 

Thank you for your contributions.”

Tom Hricik 
President - Head of Business Development

“Matt and his extraordinary talents around creative 
design, alternative communication mediums including 
digital and video production helped HGS differentiate their 
solutions in competitive engagements. 

Matt is a differentiated weapon that is required in a 
successful sales and marketing strategy. #TheRealDeal”

Jack Biersdorfer 
VP Sales - Limitless Technology

“Matt is a seasoned professional who is very 
client focused, his creative approach to 
solving business solutions enabled him to 
exceed expectations and consistently drive 
results for HGS.”

Kathy Hamburger 
Managing Director - Sloan Group

https://mattbruns.com

